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We propose an ab initio method, named DiscoverR, for finding common patterns from two

RNA secondary structures. The method works by representing RNA secondary structures as

ordered labeled trees and performs tree pattern discovery using an efficient dynamic pro-

gramming algorithm. DiscoverR is able to identify and extract the largest common sub-

structures from two RNA molecules having different sizes without prior knowledge of the

locations and topologies of these substructures. We also extend DiscoverR to find repeated

regions in an RNA secondary structure, and apply this extended method to detect structural

repeats in the 3 0-untranslated region of a protein kinase gene. We describe the biological

significance of a repeated hairpin found by our method, demonstrating the usefulness of the

method. DiscoverR is implemented in Java; a jar file including the source code of the program

is available for download at http://bioinformatics.njit.edu/DiscoverR.

Keywords: RNA secondary structure; pattern discovery; repeat finding.

1. Introduction

Many functional RNAs exhibit a highly conserved secondary structure although

their nucleotide sequences share little similarity. Thus, in developing effective tools

for comparing and detecting the functional RNAs as well as important evolutionary

divergences, researchers often consider the secondary structures of the RNA

molecules.1�3

We propose here a novel method, named DiscoverR, for detecting common

patterns of two RNA secondary structures. DiscoverR builds upon our previous

work in tree pattern finding.4 It works by representing RNA secondary structures as

ordered labeled trees, and then performs tree pattern discovery by allowing certain

subtrees to be removed at no cost. The method is capable of identifying and

extracting the largest common substructures from two RNA molecules having

different sizes without prior knowledge of the locations and topologies of these

substructures. The method is faster than the existing algorithm for general

approximate tree pattern discovery.4

We then present an application of DiscoverR by using it to find repeated regions

in an RNA secondary structure. Repeat finding has been an important subject in

bioinformatics and computational biology. Past work has mainly focused on

detecting repeats in sequences.5,6 In contrast, DiscoverR is capable of locating

structural repeats or repeated regions in an RNA secondary structure. We show how

our method can be used to find structural repeats in the 3 0-untranslated region of a

protein kinase gene, and describe the biological significance of a repeated hairpin

detected by our method. Finally we compare our method with some closely related

methods and conclude the paper.

2. Method

2.1. Representing RNA secondary structures by trees

Let RS be an RNA sequence containing nucleotides or bases A, U, C, G. RS[i]

denotes the base at position i of RS and RS[i, j] is the subsequence starting at

position i and ending at position j in RS. Let R be the secondary structure of RS. A
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base pair connecting position i and position j in R is denoted by (i, j) and its

enclosed sequence is RS[i, j]. A loop inR refers to a hairpin, a bulge, an internal loop

or a multibranched loop.7,8 Given a loop L in the secondary structure R, the base

pair (i�, j�) in L is called the exterior pair of L if position i� (j�, respectively) is

closest to the 5 0 (3 0, respectively) end of R among all positions in L. All other non-

exterior base pairs in L are called interior pairs of L.9

As in previous work10�16 we model the RNA secondary structure R of the

sequence RS by an ordered labeled tree RT in which each node has a label and the

left to right order of siblings is significant (Fig. 1). With this model, pseudoknots are

not allowed. Each node in RT corresponds to a base pair in R and vice versa. Base

pairs are numbered according to the order from the 5 0 end to the 3 0 end of R. Except

for the exterior pairs of loops, the kth base pair of R corresponds to the node labeled

\Pk" in RT and vice versa. For example, the node labeled \P3" in the tree RT
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Fig. 1. (a) An RNA secondary structure is composed of base pairs, which are numbered according to the

order from the 5 0-end to the 3 0-end of the secondary structure. (b) The base pairs are organized into an

ordered labeled tree. Each node in the tree corresponds to a base pair in the secondary structure and vice

versa. The numeric value next to each node in the tree is the position of that node in the left-to-right

postorder traversal of the tree. (c) Cutting at the node labeled I24 means removing the subtree rooted at

the node labeled I24.
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shown in Fig. 1(b) corresponds to the third base pair in the RNA secondary

structure R shown in Fig. 1(a).

The exterior pair of a multibranched loop containing n interior pairs in R cor-

responds to a node v with n children in RT with each child corresponding to one of

the n interior pairs. Assuming the exterior pair is the kth base pair in R, the node

label of v in RT is \Mk." The exterior pair of a bulge loop (internal loop, hairpin

loop, respectively) in R corresponds to the node labeled \Bk" (\Ik," \Hk,"

respectively) in RT if the exterior pair is the kth base pair in R. For example, the

node labeled \M5" (\B18," \I24," \H31," respectively) in the tree RT shown in

Fig. 1(b) corresponds to the exterior pair of the multibranched loop (bulge loop,

internal loop, hairpin loop, respectively) where the exterior pair is the fifth

(18th, 24th, 31st, respectively) base pair in the RNA secondary structure R shown

in Fig. 1(a). For each node v in the tree RT, we use NBðvÞ to represent the number

of bases v has. If the node label of v is \Pi" for some i, i.e. v corresponds to a base

pair, NBðvÞ ¼ 2. If v corresponds to the exterior pair of a loop, NBðvÞ equals the

number of bases in that loop.

Our algorithm uses a postorder numbering of nodes in the tree RT representing

the RNA secondary structure R. Let rt½i� be the node of RT whose position in

the left-to-right postorder traversal of RT is i. Referring to the tree RT shown in

Fig. 1(b), the numeric value next to each node is the position of that node in the left-

to-right postorder traversal of RT. Let RT ½i� represent the subtree rooted at rt½i�.
We introduce a cut operation on nodes in a tree.17 Cutting at node rt½i� means

removing RT ½i� from the tree RT (cf. Fig. 1(c)). A set S of nodes of RT ½k� is said to

be a set of consistent subtree cuts in RT ½k� if (i) rt½i� 2 S implies that rt½i� is a node

in RT ½k�, and (ii) rt½i�, rt½j� 2 S implies that neither is an ancestor of the other in

RT ½k�. Intuitively, S is the set of all roots of the removed subtrees in RT ½k�. For
example, consider the nodes labeled P9 and P23 in the tree shown in Fig. 1(b).

Neither node is an ancestor of the other. Thus, the set containing these two nodes is

a set of consistent subtree cuts. We use Cut(RT, S) to represent the substructure of

RT resulted from cutting at all nodes in S. Notice that the substructure Cut(RT, S)

is connected at the structure level; that is, if two nodes in RT are contained in the

substructure such that one node is an ancestor of the other node, then all nodes in

between the two nodes are also contained in the substructure. For example, cutting

at the nodes labeled P9 and P23 in the secondary structure in Fig. 1 yields the

substructure shown in Fig. 2, which is connected at the structure level. We use

Subtrees(RT) to represent the set of all possible sets of consistent subtree cuts in

RT.

2.2. Common patterns of two trees

Let R1 and R2 be two RNA secondary structures. Let RT1 (RT2, respectively) be the

tree representing R1ðR2, respectively). Let rt1 be a node in RT1 and let rt2 be a node

in RT2. The dissimilarity between the two nodes rt1 and rt2, denoted �ðrt1; rt2Þ, is

L. Hua et al.
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calculated by Eq. (1):

�ðrt1; rt2Þ ¼
jNBðrt1Þ �NBðrt2Þj
NBðrt1Þ þNBðrt2Þ

: ð1Þ

Thus, �ðrt1; rt2Þ equals 0 if rt1 and rt2 have the same number of bases. We say node

rt1 matches node rt2, denoted rt1� rt2, if �ðrt1; rt2Þ � " where " is an adjustable

non-negative threshold value. (In the present study, we use the default threshold

value, which is set to 0.1.) When rt1 (rt2, respectively) corresponds to a base pair,

rt1 always matches rt2, since �ðrt1; rt2Þ equals 0. We say tree RT1 matches tree RT2,

denoted RT1 � RT2, if the two trees are isomorphic and each node in RT1 matches

its corresponding node in RT2.

The size of the largest common substructures or common patterns of RT1[i]

and RT2½j�, denoted �ðRT1½i�;RT2½j�Þ (or simply �ði; jÞ when the context is clear),

is maxfjCutðRT1[i], S1Þjg or maxfjCutðRT2[j], S2Þjg subject to Cut(RT1[i], S1Þ �
CutðRT2½j�;S2Þ, S1 2 Subtrees(RT1[i]), S2 2 Subtrees(RT2[j]), where j � j is the number

of nodes in the indicated substructure. It should be pointed out that CutðRT1½i�;S1Þ
is isomorphic to CutðRT2½j�;S2Þ, and therefore jCutðRT1½i�;S1Þj ¼ jCutðRT2½j�;S2Þj.
Our goal is to compute max1�i�jRT1j;1�j�jRT2jf�ðRT1½i�;RT2½j�Þg and locate the

CutðRT1½i�;SiÞ and CutðRT2½j�;SjÞ, where Si 2 SubtreesðRT1½i�Þ and Sj 2
SubtreesðRT2½j�Þ, that achieve the maximum size. We will focus on calculating the

maximum size. By memorizing the size information during the computation and by a

backtracking technique, one can find themaximum size and a substructure pair yielding

the size with the same time complexity.

2.3. Common patterns of two forests

The degree of a node v is defined as the number of children of v. Suppose the

degree of the node rt1½i� (rt2½j�, respectively) in the tree RT1 (RT2, respectively) is
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Fig. 2. The substructure obtained by cutting at the nodes labeled P9 and P23 in the secondary structure

in Fig. 1.
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mi (nj, respectively). Denote the children of rt1½i� as rt1½i1�; rt1½i2�; . . . ; rt1½imi
�, and

the children of rt2½j� as rt2½j1�; rt2½j2�; . . . ; rt2½jnj
�. For any p, q, 1 � p � q � mi, let

RF1½ip; iq� represent the forest containing the subtrees RT1½ip�;RT1½ipþ1�; . . . ;RT1½iq�.
RF1½ip; iq� ¼ � if p > q, and RF1½ip; iq� ¼ RT1½ip� if p ¼ q. RF1½i� ¼ RF1½i1 ; imi

�.
RF2½js; jt�, 1 � s � t � nj, and RF2½j� are defined similarly. We say forest RF1

matches forest RF2, denoted RF1 � RF2, if the two forests are isomorphic and each

node in RF1 matches its corresponding node in RF2.

A set S of nodes of forest RF is said to be a set of consistent subtree cuts in RF

if (i) rt½i� 2 S implies that rt½i� is a node in RF, and (ii) rt½i�, rt½j� 2 S implies

that neither is an ancestor of the other in RF. We use Cut(RF, S) to represent

the subforest of RF resulted from cutting at all nodes in S. Let Subtrees(RF) be

the set of all possible sets of consistent subtree cuts in RF. Define the size of

the largest common substructures or common patterns of forest RF1 and forest

RF2, denoted �ðRF1;RF2Þ, to be maxfjCutðRF1;S1Þjg or maxfjCutðRF2;S2Þjg
subject to CutðRF1;S1Þ � CutðRF2;S2Þ, S1 2 SubtreesðRF1Þ, S2 2 SubtreesðRF2Þ.
When RF1 ¼ RF1½ip; iq� and RF2 ¼ RF2½js; jt�, we also represent �ðRF1;RF2Þ by

�ðip : : iq, js : : jtÞ if there is no confusion.

2.4. Filling in the maximum size table

It is clear that �ð�; �Þ ¼ 0, �ð�; �Þ ¼ 0, �ðRT1½i�; �Þ ¼ 0, �ð�;RT2½j�Þ ¼ 0,

�ðRF1½i�; �Þ ¼ �ðRF1½i1 ; imi
�, �Þ ¼ 0 and �ð�;RF2½j�Þ ¼ �ð�;RF2½j1 ; jnj

�Þ ¼ 0, i.e.

the size of the common patterns of two trees (forests, respectively) is 0 if one of the

trees (forests, respectively) is empty. In general, there are two cases to be con-

sidered. In case 1, we compute �ðRF1½i1; iq�, RF2[j1, jt]), where 1 � q � mi and

1 � t � nj. There are three subcases to be considered (Fig. 3): (1) The subtree

RT1½iq� is removed, hence �ði1 : : iq, j1 : : jtÞ ¼ �ði1 : : iq�1, j1 : : jtÞ; (2) The subtree

RF1[i1 , iq-1] RT1[iq] RF2[j1 , jt]

(a)

Fig. 3. (a) The shaded subtree RT1½iq� is removed. The size of the common patterns of forest RF1½i1; iq�
and forest RF2½j1; jt� is the same as the size of the common patterns of forest RF1½i1; iq�1� and forest

RF2½j1; jt�. (b) The shaded subtree RT2½jt� is removed. The size of the common patterns of forest

RF1½i1; iq� and forest RF2½j1; jt� is the same as the size of the common patterns of forest RF1½i1; iq� and
forest RF2½j1; jt�1�. (c) Neither RT1½iq] nor RT2½jt] is removed. The size of the common patterns of

forest RF1½i1; iq� and forest RF2½j1; jt� equals the size of the common patterns of RF1½i1; iq�1� and forest

RF2½j1; jt�1� plus the size of the common patterns of tree RT1½iq� and tree RT2½jt�.
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RT2½jt� is removed, hence �ði1 : : iq, j1 : : jtÞ ¼ �ði1 : : iq; j1 : : jt�1Þ; (3) Neither RT1½iq�
nor RT2½jt] is removed. Hence, the size of the common patterns of RF1½i1, iq] and
RF2½j1, jt] equals the size of the common patterns of RF1½i1; iq�1� and RF2½j1; jt�1�
plus the size of the common patterns of RT1½iq� and RT2½jt�. We take the maximum

of the three subcases, obtaining the following recurrence equation:

�ði1 : : iq; j1 : : jtÞ ¼ max

�ði1 : : iq�1; j1 : : jtÞ
�ði1 : : iq; j1 : : jt�1Þ
�ði1 : : iq�1; j1 : : jt�1Þ þ�ðiq; jtÞ:

8><
>: ð2Þ

In case 2, we compute �ðRT1½i�;RT2½j�Þ, 1 � i � jRT1j, 1 � j � jRT2j. There are

two subcases to be considered: (1) The node rt1½i� matches the node rt2½j�, hence
�ði; jÞ ¼ �ði1 : : imi

; j1 : : jnj
Þ þ 1 (Fig. 4). (2) The node rt1½i� does not match the

node rt2½j�, hence �ði; jÞ ¼ 0. Therefore,

�ði; jÞ ¼ �ði1 : : imi
; j1 : : jnj

Þ þ 1 if rt1½i� � rt2½j�
0 otherwise:

�
ð3Þ

2.5. Algorithm and complexity

DiscoverR employs a dynamic programming algorithm that maintains a two-

dimensional table in which cði; jÞ represents the cell located at the intersection of

the ith row and the jth column of the table. The value stored in the cell cði; jÞ,

RT2[jt]RF1[i1 , iq] RF2[j1 , jt-1]

(b)

RT2[jt]RF1[i1 , iq-1] RT1[iq] RF2[j1 , jt-1]

(c)

Fig. 3. (Continued )
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1 � i � jRT1j, 1 � j � jRT2j, is �ðRT1½i�;RT2½j�Þ. The algorithm calculates the

values in the table by traversing the trees RT1 and RT2 in a bottom-up manner.

Figures 5 and 6 present the main procedures employed by the algorithm. For each

input RF1½i1; imi
� and RF2½j1; jnj

�, the running time of Procedure 1 is Oðmi � njÞ.
Thus, the time complexity of the algorithm is

XjRT1j

i¼1

XjRT2j

j¼1

Oðmi � njÞ ¼ OðjRT1j � jRT2jÞ;

Fig. 5. Procedure for computing �ði1 : : imi
; j1 : : jnj

Þ.

rt1[i] rt2[j]

RF1[i1 , imi] RF2[j1 , jnj]

Fig. 4. The node rt1½i� matches the node rt2½j�. Thus, the size of the common patterns of tree RT1½i� and
tree RT2½j� equals the size of the common patterns of forest RF1½i1 ; imi

� and forest RF2½j1 ; jnj
� plus 1.
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which is much faster than the existing algorithm for general approximate tree

pattern discovery.4 We can calculate max1�i�jRT1j; 1�j�jRT2jf�ðRT1½i�;RT2½j�Þg in the

same time. Since the number of nodes in the tree RT1 (RT2, respectively) equals the

number of base pairs in the RNA secondary structure R1 (R2, respectively), and

54% of the nucleotides on average in an RNA sequence are involved in the base pairs

of its secondary structure,18 the time complexity of the DiscoverR method is

OðjR1j � jR2jÞ, where j:j is the number of nucleotides in the indicated RNA sec-

ondary structure. After calculating max1�i�jRT1j; 1�j�jRT2jf�ðRT1½i�;RT2½j�Þg and

locating the largest common substructures or common patterns of RT1 and RT2 that

yield the maximum size, we print out the common patterns, which constitute the

output of DiscoverR.

3. Application

In this section, we present an application of DiscoverR in locating structural repeats

or repeated regions in an RNA secondary structure. Structural repeats involving

trinucleotides such as CUG are present in many genomes and their expansion in

specific genes causes neurological disorder or disease.19 Repeated hairpin structures

containing CAG play regulatory roles mediated by their interactions with RNA-

binding proteins.20 These structural repeats are also involved in RNA splicing.

DiscoverR can be easily extended to detect repeated regions in a given RNA

secondary structure R. The logic is explained as follows. We use DiscoverR to

compare R with R itself. Thus, both RT1 and RT2 in Fig. 6 correspond to the same

structure R. As before, the algorithm maintains a two-dimensional table in which

Fig. 6. Procedure for computing �ði; jÞ for all 1 � i � jRT1j; 1 � j � jRT2j.
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cði; jÞ represents the cell located at the intersection of the ith row and the jth

column of the table. The value stored in the cell cði; jÞ, 1 � i � jRT1j, 1 � j � jRT2j,
is �ðRT1½i�;RT2½j�Þ. The algorithm calculates the values in the table by traversing

the trees RT1 and RT2 in a bottom-up manner. If the value in the cell cði; jÞ, i 6¼ j, is

greater than or equal to a user-determined size threshold, the two substructures

rooted at rt1½i� and rt2½j� which, respectively, are common patterns of tree RT1½i�
and tree RT2½j�, give rise to a repeated region or structural repeat in R. (In the study

presented here, the size threshold is set to 2.) Figure 7 shows a structural repeat,

highlighted in blue, DiscoverR detects in an RNA secondary structure in the

3 0-untranslated region (UTR) of the DM protein kinase (DMPK) gene.21 The

repeated hairpin structure in Fig. 7 forms the genetic basis of myotonic dystrophy.22

This example shows that the proposed method is able to detect biologically sig-

nificant structural repeats in RNA molecules, thereby demonstrating the usefulness

of the method.

4. Related Work

Backofen and Siebert23 presented a method for finding common sequence structure

patterns between two RNAs. These common patterns share the same local sequential

and structural properties. Like the patterns found by DiscoverR, the patterns found

byBackofen and Siebert are connected at the structure level (whose definition is given

in Sec. 2.1). In addition, the patterns found by Backofen and Siebert are also con-

nected at the sequence level, meaning that for any two nodes in a common sub-

structure, there is a matched path via backbone or structure bonds that connects the

two nodes. The method of Backofen and Siebert is useful in detecting local regions of

large RNAs that do not share global similarities. The time complexity of theirmethod

is Oðm� nÞ, where m and n are the lengths of the two input RNAs, respectively.

H€ochsmann et al.24 developed another approach for detecting local similarities in

RNA secondary structures. The authors represented RNA secondary structures as

Fig. 7. Illustration of a structural repeat, circled with solid lines and highlighted in blue, detected in an

RNA secondary structure in the 3 0-UTR of the DMPK gene.
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forests and devised a dynamic programming algorithm to calculate local forest

alignments. These alignments gave rise to local similar regions in RNA secondary

structures. The time complexity of their algorithm is OðjF1j � jF2j � degðF1Þ�
degðF2Þ � ðdegðF1Þ þ degðF2ÞÞÞ, where jFij is the number of nodes in forest Fi and

degðFiÞ is the degree of Fi. H€ochsmann et al. showed that the algorithm can discover

potential regulatory motifs solely by their structural preservation, independent of

their sequence conservation and position.

Mauri and Pavesi25 employed affix trees to locate patterns in an RNA sequence

(secondary structure). The time complexity of their approach is asymptoticallyOðnÞ
where n is the length of the sequence. The authors described in detail how to locate

hairpins in the input sequence. For more complex RNA motifs, these motifs are first

decomposed into single hairpins. Their approach then locates in the sequence all the

single hairpins, and through post-processing, determines and identifies the complex

motifs comprising the hairpins. Due to the use of affix trees, the patterns found by

their approach contain contiguous bases in the RNA sequence.

Our method differs from the above-mentioned methods in two ways: (i) the

discovered patterns and (ii) the algorithms used to find the patterns. Unlike the

patterns found by Backofen and Siebert, which are connected both at the structure

level and at the sequence level, the patterns found by our method are connected at

the structure level only. For example, consider the hypothetical RNA secondary

structure in Fig. 8(a). The substructure in Fig. 8(b), obtained by cutting at the two

C�G base pairs as shown in Fig. 8(a), is a potential pattern that can be found by our

method. However, since this pattern is not connected at the sequence level (e.g.

there is no path via backbone or structure bonds connecting the two A�U base pairs

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Examples illustrating the differences between our method and related methods.
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circled by dashed lines), the pattern in Fig. 8(b) cannot be found by Backofen and

Siebert’s method. Furthermore, since this pattern contains non-contiguous bases

(bases between position 24 and position 35 are removed), the pattern in Fig. 8(b)

cannot be located by Mauri and Pavesi’s method either.

In contrast to the local alignment algorithm developed by H€ochsmann et al.,24

which seeks small local regions with high similarity where bases are close to each

other, our method looks at the entire RNA molecules to extract their largest

common substructures possibly with distant bases on the respective molecules.

For example, consider again the structure in Fig. 8(a) and the structure in Fig. 8(b).

When comparing these two structures, our method can find their common pat-

terns containing the two hairpin loops circled by dashed lines by freely cutting at

the two C�G base pairs as shown in Fig. 8(a). However, the local alignment

algorithm would not identify these patterns due to the penalty incurred in

aligning the bases on the stem-loop between position 24 and position 35 in Fig. 8(a)

with gaps.

To locate the patterns with distant bases, our method employs cost-free cut

operations, which do not exist in the above-mentioned methods, and hence our

algorithm is totally different from the algorithms employed in the other methods.

The only method that also uses cut operations for tree pattern discovery is the

algorithm developed in our previous work.4 That algorithm finds the largest

approximately common substructures U1 and U2 of two given ordered labeled

trees T1 and T2, where the substructure U1 of T1 is within edit distance d of

the substructure U2 of T2. The time complexity of that algorithm is Oðd2 � jT1j�
jT2j �minðH1;L1Þ �minðH2;L2ÞÞ, where Hi, i ¼ 1, 2, is the height of Ti and Li is

the number of leaves in Ti. In contrast, DiscoverR is a faster algorithm with a time

complexity of OðjT1j � jT2jÞ.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a new approach (DiscoverR) to finding common patterns in two

RNA secondary structures. DiscoverR is an ab initio method, capable of identi-

fying and extracting the largest common substructures from two RNA molecules

having different sizes without prior knowledge of the locations and topologies of

these substructures. To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed method, we

applied it to locating structural repeats in the 3 0-untranslated region of a protein

kinase gene, and described the biological significance of a repeated hairpin found

by our method. In practice, DiscoverR is computationally efficient, mainly based

on a quadratic-time dynamic programming algorithm, making it a suitable tool

for pattern mining in RNAs. In this paper, our method is presented as the

algorithm tailored to a particular class of trees, namely those used to represent

RNA secondary structures. In general, our method can find the patterns induced

by cost-free cut operations with the same complexity on all kinds of ordered

labeled trees.

L. Hua et al.
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